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论 文 摘 要 











































In this age of knowledge explosion, the competition between enterprises 
has been reduced to competition between talents. As the most dominant source 
of income for working labor, compensation is taking an extremely important 
role in social life. Compensation is not just an issue between companies and 
individual employees, it is also a social signal, which reflect the economic 
condition of a nation, a region or a company, thus can provide significant 
information to flow of talent. This article aims at constructing a fully utilized 
compensation system, with is competitive externally and fair internally, through 
thorough study on salary structure design. 
The article consists of four parts. 
The first part is a brief overview of relative concepts like compensation, 
management of compensation, the function of compensation. The basic principle 
of setting up compensation policy, external and internal factors analysis and 
factors that affect the company’s compensation policy are also included. 
The second part describes in depth the four perspectives in the 
establishment of compensation system. They are compensation policy, job 
analysis and skill analysis, salary structure design and implementation & 
adjustment. This part also describes the method to obtain data about 
compensation from outside. In the second section of this part, we focus on 
establishment of job based pay system and skill based pay system, and explain it 
through actual examples. At the end of this part, we have a summary of the 
characteristics of these two system and condition of their application. 













Study of Salary Structure in Enterprise 
including quantity of grades, variation of the their width and salary amplitude 
and overlapping and cascading of neighboring grades. 
In the last part of this article, we introduce an actual case in GN ReSound 
China Ltd and use this case to verify the establishment of job based pay system. 
Finally, we have a summary on the application of job evaluation in practice. 
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表 1-1：全国部分城市 1999年及 2000年职工工资收入比较 单位：元/人年 
城    市 深圳 上海 厦门 成都 武汉 沈阳 西安 
1999年 20741 16641 14009 9035 7091 6507 6651 职工平
















1999年 7536 12307 13469 18684 24576 17415 职工
平均
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